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**ABSTRACT**

Passage ordering aims to maximise discourse coherence in document generation or document modification tasks such as summarisation or storytelling. This paper extends the passage ordering task from sentences to paragraphs, i.e., passages with multiple sentences. Increasing the passage length increases the task’s difficulty. To account for this, we propose the combination of a pre-trained encoder-decoder Transformer model, namely BART, with variations of pointer networks. We empirically evaluate the proposed models for sentence and paragraph ordering. Our best model outperforms previous state of the art methods by 0.057 Kendall’s Tau on one of three sentence ordering benchmarks (arXiv, VIST, ROC-Story). For paragraph ordering, we construct two novel datasets from Wikipedia and CNN-DailyMail on which we achieve 0.67 and 0.47 Kendall’s Tau. The best model variation utilises multiple pointer networks in an ensemble-like fashion. We hypothesise that the use of multiple pointers better reflects the multitude of possible orders of paragraphs in more complex texts. Our code, data, and models are publicly available.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Under the umbrella of a project on document and content curation technologies [23], we work on methods of automatically selecting relevant text segments from multiple documents in order to reassemble them in meaningful, coherent ways, i.e., generating coherent stories from heterogeneous sources. To achieve this, after extracting text segments that relate to the same subject, we need to order them in such a way as to maximize discourse coherence. Achieving this overall task and vision would result in the creation of a system able to automate semantic storytelling [24].

The (re)ordering task, also known as passage ordering, is about finding the right or best order of a given set of text passages, e.g., sentences, so that their discourse coherence is maximised. The ability to structure and organise passages in a meaningful way is closely connected to discourse coherence modeling and a fundamental property of language models [17].

Beyond our use case, passage ordering models are used in text generation tasks such as summarisation for execution and evaluation [1, 16]. Recent ordering approaches [6, 17, 31] utilise a model architecture composed of two major components: an encoder-decoder model represents the passages and a pointer network selects the correct next passage given passage representations. These models are commonly evaluated on datasets, in which the passages meant to be ordered are sentences.

In order to match our use case, which is about ordering text segments of several sentences, i.e., paragraphs, we extend the ordering task by introducing two new paragraph ordering datasets. The first dataset, based on news articles from CNN-DailyMail [27], contains on average more than 14 paragraphs to order. The second dataset is constructed using Wikipedia and contains long paragraphs of 62 words on average. The dataset based on CNN-DailyMail is characterized in particular by a greater number of passages than the previous datasets while the one based on Wikipedia is differentiated by longer passages.

The two new datasets increase the task’s difficulty compared to previous datasets since the greater passage length requires better modeling of long-range semantic relations within the text. Therefore, we propose a two-way enhancement of the encoder-decoder-pointer approach. First, we use a state of the art pre-trained Transformer model, BART [15], to replace the previously used encoder-decoder models. This requires an adaptation of BART to encode and decode text not only at the word but also at the passage level.

Second, we test and evaluate BART in combination with the pointer network introduced by Wang and Wan [31] and two variations of this pointer network, one with more learning capacity and one using ensemble learning. In addition to our two new datasets, we empirically evaluate the three proposed models on three common sentence ordering datasets (arXiv, VIST, ROCStory).

In summary, our main contributions are:

- Creation of two new datasets that extend the passage ordering task from sentences to paragraphs, which are more suited for the creation of “synthesised” documents
- Implementation and evaluation of pre-trained encoder-decoder Transformers with different pointer networks.
- New state of the art results that considerably outperform previous results by 13.51% on the sentence ordering datasets arXiv, VIST, and ROCStory

---

1https://github.com/airKlizz/passage-ordering
The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents work related to passage ordering but also encoder-decoder models, pointer networks, and ensemble modeling. Section 3 explains the methodology used with detailed explanations of the three implemented models. Section 4 presents the experiences made with a presentation of each dataset, including those that we have created, and a presentation of metrics and baselines. Section 5 presents the results of the experiments. We discuss the results in Section 6 and provide concluding remarks in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Encoder-decoder models

Encoder-decoders (also known as sequence-to-sequence models) are used in many other NLP tasks (e.g., translation or summarisation) including the passage ordering task. Encoder-decoders generate the output sequence step by step from an input sequence. The input sequence is used as the encoder’s input and the decoder input is its output from the previous step. The RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) encoder-decoder model introduced by Sutskever et al. [28], improved the results in NLP tasks such as translation. Bengio and LeCun [3] improved RNN-based models by introducing attention mechanisms in the decoder part, which addressed the issue that the performance of simple RNN models decreases as the input size increases. Pushing the use of attention mechanisms and intending to facilitate parallelisation of the model, Vaswani et al. [29] introduced the Transformer architecture, an encoder-decoder architecture that uses attention without any recurrent elements.

2.2 Pointer networks

Plain vanilla encoder-decoder models cannot compute the conditional probability of an output sequence when the number of possible classes depends on the input. However, this is needed for the ordering task as the number of classes is the number of passages to be ordered, i.e., it depends on the input. Vinyals et al. [30] introduced a novel architecture named pointer networks to address this issue. Pointer networks are composed of an encoder-decoder model with an attention layer that computes conditional probabilities depending on the encoder and decoder outputs. The computed conditional probabilities correspond to positions in the input sequence. Pointer networks are therefore suitable for the passage ordering task. Wang and Wan [31] improved the pointer network by using a scaled dot-product based attention.

2.3 Passage ordering

Barzilay et al. [1] introduced sentence ordering, attempting to increase the coherence of summaries in multi-document summarisation. Lapata [13] generalised the idea by defining the sentence ordering task as critical for natural language generation applications and proposed a method for computing the probability of each possible order. Barzilay and Lapata [2] proposed a method based on entities. Recently, ordering has gained more attention from the research community again due to several new methods, which can be divided into two categories. Pairwise ordering models order sentences in a pair by pair way [4, 16], while full ordering models order all sentences directly [5, 8, 17, 31]. Pairwise ordering models reduce the task to a classification problem where the two labels are the two possible orders. However, full ordering models, generally encoder-decoder models with a pointer network [8], proved their superiority over pairwise ordering models (see, e.g., Wang and Wan [31]), which is why an encoder-decoder model with a pointer network is the most frequently used architecture for this task. Gong et al. [8] proposed a model using an LSTM encoder-decoder with a pointer network that points to the next sentence using an attention mechanism. An LSTM encoder-decoder is a RNN encoder-decoder using the Long Short-Term Memory architecture introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [9]. Cui et al. [5] upgraded the model by adding attention to the encoder part. Following the same idea, Wang and Wan [31] replaced the LSTM encoder-decoder with a self-attention encoder-decoder. The resulting model uses LSTMs with attention for sentence representations, a multi-head self-attention encoder-decoder at the sentence level, and a pointer network using scaled dot-product attention [29]. A slightly different approach is used by Cui et al. [6]. The authors develop a new relational pointer decoder by incorporating the relative ordering information provided by BERT [7] into the pointer network. The results presented by Cui et al. [6] represent the state of the art in three major sentence ordering benchmarks [4, 10, 18].

2.4 Ensemble modeling

Ensemble modeling utilises multiple classifiers and combines their outputs into one to maximise overall classification precision. Rokach [26] presents an overview of existing ensemble methods, including the weighted sum method, which combines the outputs using combination weights. This method is especially suitable for the passage ordering task because the number of classes is the number of passages and, therefore, variable. Among others, ensemble modeling is useful for decision making [19], sentiment analysis [11], hate speech detection [25] and other tasks.

Sentence ordering models mainly use an encoder-decoder with a pointer network architecture [5, 8, 17, 31]. This architecture allows the model to order all the sentences directly and has demonstrated its efficiency compared to the pairwise approach for the ordering task [31]. The latest ordering models [6, 7] also take advantage of the latest Transformer architecture introduced by Vaswani et al. [29].

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Task Definition

Given $S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_N\}$, a sequence of $N$ text segments (sentences or paragraphs), the passage ordering task consists of finding the gold order $O = \{o_1, o_2, ..., o_N\}$ that maximises discourse coherence. The resulting coherent text is composed of the passages $\{s_{o_1}, s_{o_2}, ..., s_{o_N}\}$ in exactly that order, see Figure 1 for an example.
Jennifer felt bittersweet about it.

Her teacher stated that the test is postponed for next week.

Jennifer has a big exam tomorrow.

She got so stressed, she pulled an all-nighter.

The passage ordering model is trained to select the $n^{th}$ passage from $S$ regarding the previously ordered passages $\{s_{o1}, s_{o2}, \ldots, s_{on-1}\}$. It is therefore trained to maximise the probability:

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} \log P(s_{on} | s_{o1}, s_{o2}, \ldots, s_{o(n-1)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

### 3.2 Overview

Our approach adapts the pre-trained encoder-decoder Transformer BART [15] for the passage ordering task by adding a pointer network on top. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture. BART’s encoder creates a representation of each passage ($S$) to order. Then, the decoder creates a representation of the already ordered passages ($\{s_{o1}, s_{o2}, \ldots, s_{on-1}\}$). Finally, the pointer network attends to the encoder representations depending on the last decoder representation. The attention weights correspond to the probability of each passage to be the next one.

### 3.3 BART

BART is a pre-trained sequence-to-sequence model. BART’s encoder is a bidirectional Transformer similar to BERT [7] while the decoder is an auto-regressive Transformer (left to right) as in GPT [21]. BART is pre-trained on a combination of two tasks: text filling and sentence permutation. The sentence permutation task is similar to passage ordering, which is why we chose BART over other pre-trained encoder-decoder models such as T5 [22]. We use the BASE version of BART which is composed of six encoder and six decoder layers, with a hidden size of 768. The last hidden state of each input token is, therefore, a vector $\in \mathbb{R}^{768}$.

#### 3.3.1 Encoder

We concatenate the passages $S$ in a continuous text that we tokenise and use as the input of the encoder. Each passage is surrounded by special tokens that represent the beginning $<$s> and the end of a passage $</s>$. The end token $</s>$ is used by BART to represent the sequence in sequence classification tasks. We follow the same approach and use the last encoder state of the end token as the encoder representation. We also add another end token at the very end of the text to mark the final passage to order. The pointer network has to attend to the encoder representation of this token when all passages are ordered. To summarise, the BART encoder input ($X$) is the tokenisation of:

$<$s>$s_1</s> \ldots <s>$s_n</s>$</s>

We use the last encoder hidden state of the end tokens as the representation of the passages, i.e., we do not use the last encoder hidden of the other tokens to compute the representation of the passages. Simplifying, the equation for the encoder is:

$$E = \text{BART}_{\text{encoder}}(X)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E \in \mathbb{R}^{(N+1) \times 768}$, and $e_i$ is the representation of the $i^{th}$ passage and $e_{N+1}$ is the representation of the last passage to order.

#### 3.3.2 Decoder

BART’s decoder takes as input the already ordered passages processed in a similar way as for the encoder as input ($Z_n$), as well as the encoder output $E$. $Z_n$ corresponds to the tokenisation of:

$<$s>$s_1</s> \ldots <s>$s_{n-1}</s>$

when $n - 1$ passages are already ordered. The first end token represents the beginning of the ordered passages and should point to the first passage $s_{o1}$. The following end tokens should point to the next passages until all passages are ordered. The decoder equation is:

$$d_n = \text{BART}_{\text{decoder}}(E, Z_n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $d_n \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 768}$ is the decoder output when the model computes the probability of passages to be the $n^{th}$.

### 3.4 Pointer network

The pointer network has to compute the probability of passages to be the $n^{th}$ using the encoder output $E$ and the decoder output $d_n$. The idea is to use an attention mechanism where $d_n$ attends to each encoder passage representation $E_i$. The resulting attention weights ($P_n$) are used as the probabilities to be the next passage. We test three versions of the pointer network.

#### 3.4.1 Version 1: Simple Pointer

This pointer network, used by Wang and Wan [31], computes a scaled dot product attention, where $d_n$ is the query and encoder passage representations $E_i$ are the keys:

$$Q = d_n W_Q$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$K = E W_K$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$P_n = \text{softmax} \left( \frac{Q K^T}{\sqrt{\text{dim}}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $W_Q \in \mathbb{R}^{\text{dim} \times \text{dim}}$ and $W_K \in \mathbb{R}^{\text{dim} \times \text{dim}}$ and $\text{dim}$ is the dimension of BART outputs (768). $P_n \in \mathbb{R}^{N+1}$ is the probability distribution of the $n^{th}$ passage. Precisely, $P_{n,i}$ is the probability of $s_i$ to be the correct passage at the position $n$ ($s_{o_n}$).

#### 3.4.2 Version 2: Deep Pointer

The learning capacity of the Simple Pointer is limited to the matrices $W_Q$ and $W_K$. To ensure that this learning capacity was not a limiting factor, we replace these matrices that correspond to single perceptrons with multi-layer perceptrons. We introduce $l$ as the number of layers used.

#### 3.4.3 Version 3: Ensemble Pointer

Many examples of passage ordering have more than one correct ordering, i.e., often there is more than one correct order, even though only one of these is part of the gold standard. To address this observation, we create an Ensemble Pointer composed of multiple Simple Pointer networks called heads. The different heads use the same inputs but have different
trainable parameters. Therefore, we assume that each head represents a possible order and that by combining those heads we obtain an order which best reflects the ground truth. The combination consists of a weighted sum of the output of each head where the weights are trainable parameters. This technique takes advantage of the ensemble modeling where the motivation is to reduce the generalisation error of the prediction \[12\]. It corresponds to the following equation:

\[
Q_j = d_n W^Q_j \\
K_j = E W^K_j \\
P_n^i = \frac{Q_j K_j^T}{\sqrt{\text{dim}}} \\
P_n = \sum_{j=0}^{h} W^O I_{n,i}, \text{ for every } i \text{ of } P_n^i
\]

where \(h\) is the number of heads and \(j\) represents the \(j^{th}\) head. Trainable parameters are \(W^Q_j \in \mathbb{R}^{\text{dim} \times \text{dim}}\), \(W^K_j \in \mathbb{R}^{\text{dim} \times \text{dim}}\) and \(W^O \in \mathbb{R}^{h}\).

### 4 EXPERIMENTS

We train and evaluate the three models presented on three existing sentence ordering and two new datasets. We compare the results with the results of seven other methods on the three common ordering datasets and with the results of our baseline on the two datasets we created.

#### 4.1 Datasets

We evaluate our models on three datasets for sentence ordering: arXiv [4], VIST [10], and ROCStory [18]. In addition, we create two datasets based on Wikipedia and CNN-DailyMail [27]. Table 1 provides an overview.

The arXiv dataset is composed of abstracts of scientific papers. The VIST dataset was compiled to experiment with visual storytelling tasks. Each entry consists of five images and five sentences that create a story; we only use the sentences. The ROCStory dataset consists of everyday life stories with five sentences each.

We also evaluate two novel datasets. First, we created the Wikipedia dataset to evaluate our model for ordering passages composed of multiple sentences, i.e., paragraphs. This dataset is based on the introductions of English Wikipedia articles; the paragraphs in the introductions are the segments to be ordered. Second, we use the news articles from CNN-DailyMail following the same methodology as with Wikipedia. The CNN-DailyMail dataset is composed of 14.5 passages on average (Table 1), which is significantly more than the other datasets. For these two datasets, we randomly shuffle the ordered passages to create the passages to order.

We created these two datasets to evaluate passage ordering as part of the storytelling task since they are more suitable for this downstream task: the new datasets contain more passages or longer passages and, therefore, pose greater challenges to the ordering task. We test how the performance of our ordering models is affected by the challenges of the new datasets.

In addition to the difference in number of passages and passage length, the datasets differ with regard to their text genre which can also affect model performance. The arXiv and Wikipedia datasets are based on abstracts and introductions, respectively, which are typically well-structured. This structure reduces the task’s difficulty, especially when passages contain temporal words. The stories from ROCStory also follow a well-defined structure compared to those from VIST and CNN-DailyMail. Indeed, VIST stories were originally linked to images and so the text alone often does not contain all needed information. The CNN-DailyMail news articles are less formalised than abstracts.

#### 4.2 Metrics

We use two metrics to evaluate the models. Perfect Match Ratio (PMR) calculates the accuracy of exact match between gold order
and predicted order. Kendall’s Tau ($\tau$) measures the correlation of an order with a score from -1 to 1, where 1 is the best score [14]. According to Lapata [14], this metric correlates reliably with human ratings and reading times. It is calculated as follows:

$$
\tau = 1 - \frac{2i}{n(n-1)/2}
$$

where $n$ is the number of passages to order and $i$ is the number of inversions, i.e., the minimum number of adjacent transpositions needed to obtain the gold order from the prediction.

### 4.3 Baselines

We compare our models with four other methods on arXiv, VIST, and ROCStory. We did not reimplement these methods but take their scores from Wang and Wan [31]. To evaluate our models on Wikipedia and CNN-DailyMail, we implemented a fifth baseline called LSTM+Attention.

- **LSTM+Pairwise** Chen et al. [4] implemented a pairwise ordering model using LSTMs.
- **LSTM+Pointer** Gong et al. [8] proposed an encoder-decoder using LSTMs with a pointer network following the original implementation by Vinyals et al. [30].
- **LSTM+Set2Seq** Logeswaran et al. [17] use a model similar to LSTM+Pointer with attention in the encoder part of the model.
- **HierAttention** The model presented by Wang and Wan [31] uses LSTMs with attention for sentence representations, a multi-head self-attention encoder-decoder at the sentence level and a pointer network using scaled dot-product attention.
- **B-TSort** The model presented by Prabhumoye et al. [20] uses BERT to classify the relative order between two sentences and then a topological sorting algorithm to obtain the final order.
- **BERSON** Cui et al. [6] uses BERT to build a high-level representation for each input sentence, a self-attention based paragraph encoder for encode the all input text, and a relational pointer decoder to order input sentences.

### 4.4 Implementation

We implement and train our models using Huggingface Transformers [32]. We use the BASE version of BART that allows up to 1024 input tokens. We use the Adam Optimizer with fixed weight decay and an initial learning rate of $1^{-5}$. We train our models with a dropout of 0.1 on fully connected layers of BART and without dropout for the pointer networks. We set the number of neuron layers of the Deep Pointer $l$ to 4 and the number of pointer heads of the Ensemble Pointer $h$ to 12. We train the models until the evaluation loss stops decreasing which was 6 epochs for VIST, 4 for arXiv, ROCStory and CNN-DailyMail, and 3 epochs for the Wikipedia dataset. For inference, we do not use beam search because its accuracy improvements do not justify its increased run time.

For the baseline implementation, we use PyTorch and the same configuration presented in Wang and Wan [31]. We train the baseline for 10 epochs on each dataset. Our source code and trained models is publicly available.

### 5 RESULTS

#### 5.1 BART for passage ordering

We compare our three models (BART with the three different pointer networks) with seven other models including our baseline. The results on arXiv, VIST, and ROCStory are shown in Table 2.

Our models outperform the baselines on arXiv, BERSON and B-TSort obtain better results on VIST, BERTSON outperforms our models on ROCStory. BART + Ensemble Pointer is better than the previous state of the art (BERSON) by 0.0570 Kendall’s Tau and by 0.0678 PMR on arXiv. However, BERSON is better than our best model by 0.1070 Kendall’s Tau and by 0.1578 PMR on VIST, and by 0.0784 Kendall’s Tau and by 0.1821 PMR on ROCStory.

In addition to the comparison with the best baseline, we investigate the effect of BART as encoder-decoder for passage ordering. Our experiments show that BART + Simple Pointer is better than HierAttention which uses the same architecture as BART + Simple Pointer with the only change being the usage of LSTMs with attention model as encoder-decoder. Therefore, by simply replacing the LSTMs with attention encoder-decoder with BART, we observe a significant improvement.

Regarding the experiments on our two new datasets, we compare our models with the baseline we implemented. Table 3 shows the results. Our models considerably outperform the baseline we implemented.
Table 2: Results of the seven baselines and our three models on the arXiv, VIST and ROCStory datasets. BART + Ensemble Pointer is the best model on the arXiv dataset while BERSON is better on the two 5 sentences datasets. The best and second-best results are in bold and underlined respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>arXiv</th>
<th>VIST</th>
<th>ROCStory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\tau)</td>
<td>PMR</td>
<td>(\tau)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0827</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + Pairwise [4]</td>
<td>0.6594</td>
<td>0.3343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + Pointer [8]</td>
<td>0.7158</td>
<td>0.4044</td>
<td>0.4842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + Set2Seq [17]</td>
<td>0.7281</td>
<td>0.4157</td>
<td>0.4919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HierAttention [31]</td>
<td>0.7536</td>
<td>0.4455</td>
<td>0.5021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-TSort [20]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERSON [6]</td>
<td>0.8300</td>
<td>0.5606</td>
<td>0.6500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + Attention</td>
<td>0.6979</td>
<td>0.3793</td>
<td>0.4590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART + Simple Pointer</td>
<td>0.8834</td>
<td>0.6274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART + Deep Pointer</td>
<td>0.8810</td>
<td>0.6145</td>
<td>0.4838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART + Ensemble Pointer</td>
<td><strong>0.8870</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.6284</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.5430</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of the baseline we implemented and our three models on the Wikipedia and CNN-DailyMail datasets. Our Simple Pointer and Ensemble Pointer models obtain the best results, followed by BART + Deep Pointer and our baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Wikipedia</th>
<th>CNN-DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\tau)</td>
<td>PMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + Attention</td>
<td>0.5668</td>
<td>0.2101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART + Simple Ptr.</td>
<td>0.6635</td>
<td>0.2969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART + Deep Ptr.</td>
<td>0.5679</td>
<td>0.4249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART + Ensemble Ptr.</td>
<td><strong>0.6715</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.3010</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Pointer networks

In addition to using BART, we also compare the different pointer networks on the five datasets (Table 2 and Table 3). Two major observations can be made. First, Deep Pointer yields the lowest scores compared to Simple Pointer and Ensemble Pointer on the Wikipedia and CNN-DailyMail datasets. However, Deep Pointer obtains results equivalent to the other two pointer networks on arXiv and ROCStory and to Simple Pointer on VIST. Second, Simple Pointer and Ensemble Pointer perform similarly well (difference of 1.6% on average) on all datasets. Only VIST is an exception, where Ensemble Pointer outperforms Simple Pointer by 0.0686 Kendall’s Tau (+14%) and by 0.0169 PMR (+12%). To conclude, despite the fact that the three pointer network versions have similar results, Ensemble Pointer is performing best on average, followed by Simple Pointer and Deep Pointer.

To analyse each head of the pointer network, we simulate the results of each individual head as if it were a Simple Pointer. We conduct this experiment on all datasets and observe similar results. Each head alone yields lower scores than Simple Pointer. Moreover, all heads obtain results different on a majority of samples in the test set. Indeed, if we manually select the head with the best Kendall’s Tau for each example, we obtain better results. For instance, doing this on the CNN-DailyMail dataset gives a Kendall’s Tau of 0.6501 and a PMR of 0.0364 that is an increase of 0.1733 with respect to the Kendall’s Tau and of 0.0204 with respect to the PMR compared to Ensemble Pointer. On arXiv, the result is a Kendall’s Tau of 0.9582 and a PMR of 0.7835 that is an increase of 0.0712 with respect to the Kendall’s Tau and of 0.1551 with respect to the PMR compared to Ensemble Pointer.

6 DISCUSSION

The most recent pre-trained Transformers are a recent breakthrough that have demonstrated their potential [7, 15, 22] by learning some linguistic concepts before enabling fine-tuning on a specific task. As passage ordering aims to maximise the linguistic concept of discourse coherence, the passage ordering models that make use of the pre-trained Transformers (BERSON, B-TSort, ours) are logically those obtaining the best results. In the particular case of BART, the sentence permutation pre-training objective seemed a valuable contribution to the passage ordering task. The comparison of the empirical results of HierAttention and our models (Section 5.1) confirms the positive effect of the pre-training of BART. BERSON [6] represents a passage according to its relation with each of the other passages one by one using relative passages order information, and uses BERT to provide this relative passages order information. In contrast to that, our models represent a passage based on the whole context directly using BART’s encoder. We observe in Section 5.1 that BERSON is performing better than our BART + Pointer models on the VIST and the ROCStory datasets, despite our models are better on arXiv. VIST and ROCStory both have 5 passages to order compared to 5.38 for arXiv, and the passages are on average 2.6x shorter in VIST and ROCStory than in arXiv. We hypothesise that the difference of shape between the datasets can...
The Ensemble Pointer, by exploring multiple order possibilities, not only shows two examples from VIST in Figure 3 with predictions of our models. Indeed, our models utilize the whole context to represent the passages and this can be especially beneficial for capturing complex semantic dependencies that can be found in longer texts like in arXiv. On the other hand, BERSON, by ordering the passages between them, works best when ordering rules are made at passage level, i.e., passages can be ordered in pairs without taking into account the full meaning of the input. We assume that this advantage of our models to use the whole input context, is particularly relevant for the two new datasets we created. Indeed, the Wikipedia dataset have long passages (62.22 words on average against 10 for ROCStory) and the CNN-DailyMail dataset have 14.5 passages to order on average. A comparison of our models with BERSON on the Wikipedia and the CNN-DailyMail datasets might help support our hypothesis, unfortunately we could not obtain a copy of the code associated with Cui et al. [6].

The results presented in Section 5.2 demonstrate that Ensemble Pointer works in the desired ensemble-like fashion where the heads are the classifiers and the weighted sum is the way to combine these classifiers. Indeed, each head (i.e., classifier) is not as good individually as their combination, which corresponds to the definition of an ensemble method. We also found that if the heads were perfectly combined (the best head is chosen for each example), the performance of the resulting model could be improved further. Thus, we hypothesize that each head learned a different way of ordering passages and that the combination of the different ordering ways corresponds to the average way of ordering that best matches the correct order. This hypothesis could also explain the fact that Ensemble Pointer is better on VIST but not on the other datasets. As presented in Section 4.1, the examples from VIST were originally associated with images and can be, when isolated from their images, ambiguous, which makes multiple orders possible. The Ensemble Pointer, by exploring multiple order possibilities through its heads, may produce better results than Simple Pointer on ambiguous datasets such as VIST. To illustrate the ambiguity, we show two examples from VIST in Figure 3 with predictions of our BART + Simple/Ensemble Pointer models. On these two specific examples, multiple orders make sense, which explains that Simple Pointer and Ensemble Pointer predict different orders. On the other datasets, the advantage of exploring multiple ordering ways offered by the ensemble method is compensated by easier training when there is only one pointer head (e.g., Simple Pointer), which makes Simple Pointer more efficient than each head from Ensemble Pointer individually. Finally, Deep Pointer performs worse than the other two pointer networks in most datasets. This demonstrates that adding more trainable parameters when creating the key and query of the pointer network does not automatically increase model performance. On the contrary, adding parameters makes training more difficult, which explains the worse results of Deep Pointer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple Pointer &gt; Ensemble Pointer</th>
<th>Ensemble Pointer &gt; Simple Pointer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_1$ Aunt Harriot had a little trouble deciding what kind of wine she wanted tonight.</td>
<td>$p_1$ Bill wonders who has the ball.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_2$ The restaurant we chose had amazing food and everyone loved the presentation.</td>
<td>$p_2$ Tim’s waiting for the baseball to come his way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_3$ Gemma really adored the restaurants decorations and was always gazing at them.</td>
<td>$p_3$ The family is having a party in the park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_4$ The family sits together for dinner on the first night of the annual reunion.</td>
<td>$p_4$ Everyone is too tired to pack up and go home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_5$ Bob had the whole family cracking up with his jokes.</td>
<td>$p_5$ Cindy is ready for action.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$O = \{4, 2, 3, 1, 5\}$

$P_{\text{simple}} = \{4, 2, 1, 3, 5\}$

$P_{\text{ensemble}} = \{4, 3, 1, 5, 2\}$

$O = \{3, 1, 5, 2, 4\}$

$P_{\text{simple}} = \{2, 3, 5, 1, 4\}$

$P_{\text{ensemble}} = \{3, 1, 5, 2, 4\}$

Figure 3: Two examples of the VIST dataset with the gold order ($O$) and predictions by BART + Simple Pointer ($P_{\text{simple}}$) and by BART + Ensemble Pointer ($P_{\text{ensemble}}$). We picked one example for which Simple Pointer performs better than Ensemble Pointer and one where it is the other way around.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present new passage ordering models making use of the most recent advances in language modeling by using BART as the encoder-decoder model. On top of BART, we compare three pointer networks.

We conduct experiments on three existing datasets and on two new datasets that we created specifically to explore additional ordering scenarios. These new datasets, which contain either more or longer passages to order, have been designed to fit the actual prototype application in our project use case, i.e., ordering text segments related to the same topic and taken from different document sources, which can vary substantially in number as well as in length. The results show that BART is performing better than previous models with an improvement of 0.057 $\tau$ compared to the previous state of the art on the arXiv dataset. However, BERSON achieves 0.0927 better $\tau$ on average compared to our best model on the VIST and the ROCStory datasets, which can be explained by the limited nature of these two datasets, which contain only five passages to order.

Furthermore, our experiments on the three pointer network variants show that Ensemble Pointer outperforms the previous Simple Pointer for some datasets. In addition, our investigation on Ensemble Pointer shows that, with a better combination of the heads, the resulting model can largely outperform the models we
presented in this paper. These results are promising. We will explore them further in terms of future work.
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